The Brooklyn Museum's makeover: vibrant, flamboyant, exuberant - and then some.  -- Not-so-good news in ruling on Edward Durell Stone's "lollipop" building on Columbus Circle.  -- Denver experiences architecture as political campaign and "must-see TV."  -- Gehry on Gehry: "I'm only an architect, no matter what anybody says - a humble architect."  -- Los Angeles Grand Avenue: 50 years of grand plans going nowhere - yet.  -- Toronto sees gold in back alleys.  -- Greenspace Scotland can learn lessons from U.S. city parks.  -- Medical building design as a growing specialty (it isn't already?).  -- Tallest bridge in the world will be beautiful, but not everyone is a fan.  -- Apple plops a steel box in the heart of San Francisco.  -- An architect who keeps us guessing about reality and perception.  -- The world's newest - and largest - floating castle.  -- Design with a capital "D" includes high style and fab prefab.  -- New president of the National Organization of Minority Architects has big plans.  -- Harvard Design Magazine offers stellar events from Seattle to Barcelona.
neighbor in the heart of San Jose's historic district. - Moore Ruble Yudell

-- Exhibition: Jørn Utzon: The Architect's Universe, Louisiana Museum, Humlebæk, Denmark
-- Gehry Partners: New offices, Marina del Rey, California
-- Newly opened: Skyscraper Museum, New York City
-- Five Finalists: NYC 2012 Olympic Village
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